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The cherubic hero in the neat powder blue suit, who looks like he was torn out of a yakuza pop-up book? Or is
it the overarching impression here that Suzuki has constructed a wonderfully buoyant Japanese discotheque
time capsule crammed with a swatch, lock, or secretion of just about every brand of mod culture happening in
, from James Bond and Andy Warhol to Made in U. A and Blow-Up, and in the silk-screened process,
fabricated the perfect pop art poster child? Seven defining moments in Tokyo Drifter: Chiharu is snatched by
hoods in broad daylight, only the driver turns out to be the Drifter. The ensuing events are a riot of spatial
displacement and fractured continuity: She swoons, collapses, a doll the gangsters have stuck with voodoo
pins. The Drifter entersâ€”lights, gunplay, action! Bullets fly, yakuza dive for cover, Tetsu throws away his
gun, then retrieves it and dispatches the henchmen. But his old boss, Kurata, has the drop on him, so he flips
his gun over his head and then catches it before it hits the floor. In the year of Tokyo Drifter, it was as if the
whole world had gone Day-Glo. The plot is just an excuse to set hit men and their ornamental paramours in
motion; the drama is all in the interplay between the fluidity of appearances and static mannequin poses. Then
along came Tokyo Drifter, by all outward indications a retreat to simpler, safer genre pastures, a
studio-placating cavalcade of glum gunmen tooling around in big American cars and lacquered mistresses
with beehive hair and wishbone legs. The film has a passing, dismissive interest in the emergent
post-Goldfinger phenomenon of the pseudo-hip action hero. A , however, it is first and foremost an aesthetic
object, an intricate universe unto itselfâ€”it references the outside world fads and fashion , but it creates its
own dreamy enclave. In our day, when retro is often another word for an insatiable hunger for something more
authentic or more glamorous or more risky than what the dominant culture affords, the Drifter finds fellow
travelers in the likes of Mad Men and the late Amy Winehouse who could have been auditioning to be house
chanteuse at Club Aries. To call Suzuki a global filmmaker and emphasize the internationalist character of his
work is not to say that he was emulating Hollywood or European mannerisms, or borrowing directly from pop
art, for that matter. It is more accurate to say he picked up the zeitgeist and ran with itâ€”Tokyo Drifter was an
engraved invitation to the party of the sixties, the flip side of the assassinations and napalm and anguish,
indulging the pop love of surfaces and artifacts over Freudian anxieties or Marxian imperatives. Branded to
Kill is a full-on nightmare vision, while Tokyo Drifter is more in the bittersweet range. But that only licensed
Suzuki to take a routine assignment and experiment all over the place, probing how much could be done inside
the frame, the amount of energy that could be brought to bear on the entropy of custom. Formulating an
insistent tension between beauty and the void, Suzuki here couches it in the commercial language of the day,
as well as in the irreverence and wit and love of mass modernity of the pop gate-crashers.
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Realizing that I had missed a day and my photos were not that inspiring or interesting either. Looking at the
bright side of things though, which we all need to do more of, I did get 6 days of photos. While they might not
be that grand or interesting to look at, it is a peek into our every day and that matters. The whole catch the
moment is just capturing the everyday. And that is exactly what I do each week. Dusting myself off and being
proud that I did get 6 out 7 photos and that in itself is a win too, no matter how small. While our weeks are
very average and to some boring, that is okay. It is our week and our regular life. I am all about that regular
life. Taking advantage of my free birthday item at Starbucks, Roxy and I walked up to our local Starbucks. I
ordered myself lunch and an iced tea. And while in there picking up my food I asked for a puppuccino. Roxy
was pleased with this little treat too. Instead, I gave myself a bubble bath and relaxed. Day â€” Wednesday,
September 26th â€” Reading at soccer, or rather trying to. I was nearly done with this book and would take no
time at all but kept getting distracted by the other field. She looked so cute in her pumpkin bandana. Sam is
the neighbor dog behind us. They are quite the duo in the neighborhood because if one barks the other comes
to help. Roxy gets so excited when Sam comes into the fence to play a bit. Day â€” Sunday, September 30th
â€” Was a cozy lazy Sunday. How was your week?
3: Catch the moment: Street Photography - Airbnb
My "catch" moment will, hopefully, be a fleeting one. Certainly, contending with the Trump regime and his Republican
enablers often reduces me to the kind of response of wanting, as one.

4: Tokyo Drifter: Catch My Drift | The Current | The Criterion Collection
Enter your mobile number or email address below and we'll send you a link to download the free Kindle App. Then you
can start reading Kindle books on your smartphone, tablet, or computer - no Kindle device required.
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Catch My Moment Walk with me. Inspire me. I'm always walking around town, taking it all in, taking pictures. It may be
nothing special, yet it inspires me.

6: George Hirose (Author of I Catch My Moment)
The Paperback of the I Catch My Moment: Art and Writing by Children on the Life of Play by Richard Lewis at Barnes &
Noble. FREE Shipping on $25 or.
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Yes, Catch the Moments back to back. Sometimes it can't be helped. Here we are today with the actual previous week
of Catch the Moment Week While I am not hugely proud of most of these photos from the last week, I am proud that
there is at least all 7 days.

8: Catch the Moment Week 39 #CatchtheMoment
LiSA ã€ŽCatch the Momentã€•-Music Clip RADIO EDIT ver.- - Duration: MY FIRST STORY -Missing You-ã€•Official
Videoã€‘ - Duration: JMSTV1 12,, views. Every Anime Song by LiSA.
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Toronto - Catch the moment: Street Photography. I'm an Italian photographer and I've been doing this job for several
years. In a first time I lived in Argentina as a landscape photographer then I returned to Italy and my career developed in
Milan.
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